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HE – Health Education 

Local Advisor “Event 
Manager” 

  

Event Location  Tuesday, March 10   (Please see schedule for time and location) 

Personnel  2 judges:  Judges will act as timekeepers   

Event Supplies  pens/pencils, calculators for judge, notepads for judge, stopwatch, flash cards for 1 minute and STOP. 
10 minute intervals 

Event Supplies Brought 
by Competitor 

 - Notes written on index cards or electronic  
- Portfolio in a black or blue binder with 2 extra copies of portfolio 

Registration  Secondary =  teams  

Dress Code  Official HOSA Uniform or Proper Business Attire 

Orientation  - Explain the event to the students and how it will work 
- Ask for student questions 
- Hand out time cards at 4:20, 4:30, 4:40, 4:50, 5:00, 5:10, 5:20, 5:30 PM 

Timing Overview  - 6 minute presentation to judges 
- 4 minutes for judges to complete rating sheets & review the notebook 

Event Overview 

 

 - For this event, teams of 2-4 members will select a health-related concept or instructional 
objective, then prepare a lesson, provide instruction, and evaluate results. The instruction 
must include the use of presentation tools such as a student-made video, computer 
demonstration software, slides, overhead transparencies, or any other form of media. 
Teams will provide instruction to a targeted group of learners.  

- Competitors shall report to the orientation for the event where they will receive their 
appointment time. Competitors will also turn in 2 copies of their notebook at this orientation. 

- At their given appointment time, teams will report to the event site. They will have 6 
minutes to explain their Project and Process. Teams will bring their original notebook and, if 
needed, notes written on index cards. They may use the contents of their notebook and their 
notecards as they explain the project and process.  In this explanation:  

• Team members will explain the goal of their instructional topic, 
instructional planning process, and, why they did what they did. 

• Team members will share the value of their lesson/topic to the chosen 
audience. 

• Team members will describe the actual lesson using the presentation 
outline, including the use of presentation tools/media. 

• Team members will explain the role that each team member played in 
the preparation and delivery of the lesson. 

• Team members will talk about the techniques they used to evaluate the 
effectiveness/impact of their instruction. 

- During the presentation the timekeeper will present a flash card with time remaining at 1 
minute. The presentation will be stopped at 6 minutes.  

- After the oral presentation, the teams are excused and the judges will have 4 minutes to 
complete the rating sheet.  

Scoring  - After each team leaves the room, judges will complete the rating sheet.  
- At the conclusion of the event, bring rating sheets to HOSA Headquarters 

Special Notes  - HOSA’s copy of the notebook should be a black & white or color photocopy on white 8 ½ x 11” 
paper that is stapled on the top left corner.  It should NOT be hole-punched, placed in page 
protectors, or included in a notebook. 

- The two copies of the notebook are for HOSA to keep. The team will use their original 
portfolio during the interview and WAIT OUTSIDE the room while the original portfolio is 
judged – and then returned to the team before they leave. 
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